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ON YESTERYEAR...

The Authority looked briefly over i*s sb'>iilder u.'ith the passing of the year,

and then swiftly went on into the future.

It saw in that one quick backward glance the heartening and eicrlasting results

of nine long, hard pioneering years.

It beheld eight clean, shining Deielopnirnts rising fresh to the sun where once
in dreary, dirt-filled dilapidation slum dwellings had shambled in contaminating hope-
lessness against a gray and somber sky.



// saw red brick, grccii ^rass and siiiilighf reflecting on shining window panes

where once was rotted, cracked, untainted wood, cinders and dust and glass, grey-

fihned. It saw energy and eagerness for the hope of tomorrow where only yesterday

drudgery and despair held sway.

It saw vociferous antagonism yield to silent reproach and watched as this changed

too from grudging acquiescence into final open approval.

It heard the strident voice of the doubter fade into thunderous silence. It heard

the challenge of tomorrow but knew the achievements of the past were good and

strong and would endure forever.

It looked back no more but with confident courage went on into tomorrow.

. . . Into

The Sun



.... 77?^ house of every one

is to him as his castle and

fortress, as ire11 for his

defense against injury and

violence as for his repose

.
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SPEAKING GENERALLY—
As did the entire nation, so did the Boston Housing Authority during the pas-

sing year continue to dedicate its every energy in an all-out effort to win the war

to the end that a just and everlasting peace might be secured for all mankind.

Foremost of all pressing problems confronting the Authority was that of con-

tinuing to provide decent, safe and sanitary housing for war workers and armed force

personnel as well as persons of low income.

The increased tempo of the war made this situation more critical than at any

time in the City's history.

Obviously, the solution to this problem had to be found within the present physical

development of the Authority for wartime conditions prevented new construction.

The Authority so set its schedule and so geared its machinery that it met to the

absolute maximum of its ability this vital home front challenge and achieved max-

imum occupancy results.

But still the close of the year found countless eligible applicants eagerly, though

patiently, waiting to be housed.

The Authority saw clearly, then, that the year to come would but see the prob-

lem made more acute. Accordingly, it looked to Washington and strongly requested

the War Emergency Committee to approve the immediate construction of new units.

The principal business of the Authority for the year then was, of course, the con-

tinued operation and management of its eight Developments in keeping with its high

peacetime standards.

There were several changes in the Board during the vear. Mr. John A. Breen who

had served as Chairman of the Board since 1938 resigned in January and was succeeded

as Chairman by Mr. John Carroll, well-known labor leader and former Chairman of

the State Board of Housing, who had been a member of the Boston Housing Author-

ity since 1938.

Mrs. Eva Whiting White, long prominent in housing and social service work in

Boston, succeeded Mr. Breen as member of the Authoritv. In December, Mr. Thomas

E. Linehan a former president of the Boston City Council, was appointed to the Au-

thority to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Bradbury F. Gushing, deceased. On January-

8 of 194 S, Mr. Harold Field Kellogg retired and Mr. Donald B. Stanbro was appointed

for a five-year t^rm. The Authoritv. as it had in former years, continued to inform it-

self an take part in all matters legislative and otherwise relating to the field of housing.

Personnel Policy

Wisely realizing that the only way whereby complete efficiency in operation and

management could be achieved was to delegate control of personnel to the Executive

Director and the respective heads of departments, the Authority has long since main-

tained a policy of non-inteference in personnel problems.

The Authoritv has classified all positions according to certain standards, and ap-

plicants must be selected on their ability to qualify according to these standards. All

positions except those of managers and section heads are originally filled by the Per-

sonnel Department with the approval of the Executive Director, but all Managers

and Section Heads have the right to reject any applicant referred to them. Because

each Manager and Section Head is charged with operatine his Development or Sec-

tion with a high degree of efficiency he his been given discretionary control over all

employees under him.

As the result of an exhaustive study of its wage schedule, the Authority ad-

justed all maintenance salaries so as to bring them in line with wages prevailing in sim-

ilar trades. Adjustment of clerical salaries was also made to conform with wages being

paid to Federal and State employees of like category.

Purchase of War Bonds

The Authority participated in the War Loan Drives of the past year. Funds for

various Reserve Accounts were used to purchase War Bonds of the Fifth and Sixth

War Loans. The Fiscal Agent was also directed to purchase Bonds of these Loans with

reserves in their custody.
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NOW MORE
SPECIFICALLY—

Certainly not the least dif-

ficult field of Public Hous-
ing is Management.

A Housing Manager, in

addition to possessing better

than average business acu-

men, must also be a combi-
nation friendly philosopher

and good will ambassador.

By virtue of his position,

he is constantly in direct

touch with tenants, and the

impression he creates in their

minds vitally influences their

views on public housing. Not
only must he keep operating

expenses down and income
up, but in doing so, he must
be ever alert to the personal,

particular problems affecting

the developments' residents.

Hitherto, Housing Managers operated independently of one another in carrying
out the general policy of the Authority. However, last year, the year of innovation,
a policy was inaugurated which called for weekly meetings between the management
staffs of the eight developments. In this way individual approaches to particular
problems were discussed, and the benefits of one another's experiences were shared
by all.

These conferences furnished an excellent medium for the corelation of the Au-
thority's general program, and thus cut down, to almost a complete minimum, the
possibility of conflict in individual managerial policies.

It was determined last year to obtain security deposits from all tenants. Many
residents would vacate on days other than the first of the month owing small sums
either for overlapping days or for utility charges. The security deposit was an ex-
cellent means of insuring the Authority against these losses, which though small in

individual cases added up to a considerable figure when totalled in the aggregate.

Because public housing is something much more than a mere governmental real

estate agency, tenant co-operation is absolutely essential to its ultimate success.

The Authority is justly proud of its residents for the splendid manner in which
they not only co-operated with the management, but also for the w^ay in which they
harmoniously worked out problems among themselves.



First among the examples of this inter-tenant co-operation was the use of the dry

yards. Because not all could use them at once, certain days were set aside for each

tenant. Frequently it was necessary for them to swap days back and forth and not

once during the year did the Management receive a complaint from one tenant con-

cerning another.

Accidetttly on Purpose

Another situation which seemed especially significant and which only can be ex-

plained as good tenant management relations is the fact that there were but few ac-

cident claims made against the Authority by the tenants for injuries sustained by

them in Development grounds.

This lack of claims consciousness is strong evidence that the residents of public

housing consider themselves to be an integral part of it and are truly anxious to aid

the Government in doing a good job. That the Developments' streets and ways are

far safer for pedestrian traffic than the average City street has been conclusive-

ly proved. It is no accident that accidents seldom occur on the Development grounds,

for it is the result of careful planning in the laying out of the ways for travel.

In a host of other ways the tenants also displayed their enthusiasm for housing.

This took the form of things as varied as shoveling snow from walks in the winter-

time to being careful of seeded areas so that grass might grow in the summer-time.

Like all Americans, our

residents had their victory

gardens and their salvage

drives. Too, they went all

out with the Authority

in its wartime effort to

conserve fuel and light.

Particularly pleasing to

the Authority was the al-

most total absence of con-

flict between tenants. Es-

pecially important was this

when one realizes that

these people lived in close

proximity under the same
management and subject

to the same conditions of

occupancy.

Other common examples

of this good will between
tenants were the waxing
of floors and the washing
of windows in common
stairhalls, as well as the

curtaining of common en-

trance doors.

. . . Which

So Proudly

We Hnil
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In the management of privately owned real estate, the owner generally attends
to the maintenance of areas shared in common by tenants. But the Authority has
long since felt that in public housing this was properly the duty of the residents.

Therefore, all leases contain certain conditions of occupancy which obligate the
tenant to care for these areas. Little or no trouble has been experienced in enforcing
these conditions. In fact, most tenants vie with each other in their efforts to out-
wax and out-work their neighbors. Another important instance of the desire of our
residents to express their thanks for public housing has been the excellent response
they made to the Authority's request for tenant co-operation in the painting of
their own apartments. Painters were needed to help build the sinews of war so the
Authority's labor supply fell dangerously low. With wisdom born of long experi-
ence, the Authority knew that once deterioration began, it would be difficult to
stop. With this thought in mind, it advised all residents that if they would supply
the labor, the Authority would furnish the materials needed to paint apartments.
The results were immediate and gratifying and many an apartment which might
have grown dingy for want of paint, thanks to tenant co-operation, is still clean
and bright.

It was interesting to note that the longer a tenant resided in a Development, the
more he became a part of it and the greater became his pride in it. For example, in

the very earliest days of housing, it was not uncommon to find one hundred pickets a

day knocked out of fences surrounding the Development grounds. Today it is rare in-

deed when ten pickets suffer this injury. However remote this instance, it is very def-
initely some evidence of successful rehabilitation.

All in all, while not completely so, the Authority was well satisfied with the prog-
ress being made. Not all problems have been met; not all problems have been solved.

But each day sees the road ahead become a little clearer; each day sees the objective that
much nearer. Out of the heart of slums great cores have been cut and in the void has
been planted something that is good and fine and which today creates greater hope for
the promise of tomorrow: health and happiness.



Boston Is, of course, a very old City. In fact, it is one of the oldest in the nation.

Because of this, it has a high percentage of dwellings which if not altogether sub-

standard are definitely not modern.

People of average or low income can seldom afford to build their own homes. In

few instances do they ever own the dwellings in which they live. In their desire to find

a better place in which to live and raise their children, they leave the City and settle

in the suburbs. Here the disadvantage of more difficult transportation to their places

of employment and centers of amusement are somewhat compensated for by homes

which although not palaces are not as old as those they left.

This factor, as much, if not more than any other, is contributing to Boston's

dwindling population and prosperity. That this trend away from the City can be and

has been to some extent curtailed by low rent housing is borne out by the answers the

Authority received to a questionnaire directed to all immigrant war workers residmg

in the Developments, seeking to discover how many wished to remain as residents after

the war. A good deal more than half of those interrogated were unequivocal in their

desire to make Boston and the Developments their permanent place of residence. About

twenty percent did not know, and the remainder answered in the negative.

This is of tremendous importance when one realizes that the vast majority of

these people originally came from points at least forty miles outside of Boston. It is

no idle thing to say then, that not the least among the important ways to stop the trend

away from our City is to give our residents decent, safe and sanitary housing. This will

not alone deter people from leaving the City, but it will bring them back as well.

Spends Otw Third of Its JCif<^
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No Laws Delay

The Legal Section, during the
year, maintained its various

functions and relations with
other sections of the Authority
staff, the result being a smooth-
ly functioning unit.

Various legal problems with
relation to early Development
matters were finally pressed to

conclusions and closed out.

Among these was the final dis-

position of the last of the land
damage claims filed against the
Authority arising out of our
eminent domain takings. The

policy of the Authority in connection with land takings, with particular reference
to awards of damages to former titleholders, has been amply justified by the verdicts
of juries in the land cases, and rcficctcd in the small number of claims filed in
the later takings. In fact in the East Boston Development only one claim was filed
that the award of the Authority was inadequate. The verdict of the jury closely ap-
proximated the award by the Authority. Tn the Heath Street Development, one claim
was filed but later settled on the basis of the Authority's award. In the Development
of the Charlestown playground by the Authority, no claims have been brought against
the Authority as a result of the various eminent domain takings made during the
course of acquisition.

During the year former owners whose awards had not been paid due to various
legal questions, as for example, missing heirs, title defects, occupation of homelands
by enemy forces and consequent freezing of funds by the United States Government,
were paid in full on both Mission Hill and South End Developments. Land acquisition
problems on these two Developments are therefore at an end.

The Authority refinanced its outstanding Temporary Loan Notes during the
year. The efforts of the Staff, including Le^al, to encourage local participation in this
financial transaction are related elsewhere in this report. Suffice it to say that we look
forward to our next refinancing with anticipation of increased local participation.

Contracts of major importance durin<? the year, prepared by Legal Section, in-
cluded the Lenox Street Site Improvement, Old Colonv and Charlestown reconversions
to oil and the underground utility work a' Old Harbor Village. The magnitude of
this latter contract, approximately $300,000.00, awarded after spirited competitive
bidding, reminded the Staff of its earlier development period when contracts for con-
struction of the first four Developments were being prepared.

The Legal Staff vigorously pressed its policy of pursuing vacated and delinquent
debtors for payment of rent charges during the year. Success of this polic)' has been
evidenced by the substantial amounts credited on these accounts.



The Legal Section looks forward to increased activity during the forthcoming

year. Reactivation of the South End Development and preparation for postwar pro-

grams will mean increased activity for the Authority as a whole and for the Legal

Section as a unit thereof.

Our "Your Home"
Although the recreation program greatly stimulated the exchange of ideas be-

tween the Development residents and the Authority, it was well realized that this was

merely incidental and not its fundamental purpose. It was decided, therefore, that some

way should be found whereby in an attractive manner tenants could be mformed as

to what the Authority expected of them and what it expected and hoped to do for

them. The answer was found in September of 1944 when the first issue of the Au-
thority's monthly magazine, appropriately entitled "Your Home" was published. "Your
Home" measured twelve pages from cover to cover. About seven pages each month
were devoted to personal news about the tenants such as births, deaths, names of those

in the service and other related items. This, of course, was done to provide reader in-

terest. Salted and peppered among tenant news were the requests of the Management:
"Keep the stairhalls clean", "Give the grass a chance to grow", "Have the children

frolic in the play areas." The rear cover generally expressed in cartoon form some one

of the thousand and one problems which caused Housing Managers to become pre-

maturely gray. The rest of the magazine was made up of other items culled from
various other housing organs, and usually contained a story of some personality who
had helped to make the dream
of slum clearance a reality. Each {«

of the eight Developments was
given a separate column, and
the job of originally writing

this was assigned to the Devel-

opment Recreation Aide. The
Aide's material was subject to

the scrutiny and approval of the

Recreation Director as well as

of the Manager and the Central

Office editor. In this way, all

ideas and thoughts of the Au-
thority were harmoniously co-

ordinated. Inasmuch as the field

was novel and unexplored,
gradual transitions were and
still are being effected. It is too

early to actually gauge the

measure of success attained by
"Your Home", but if the

tenants' demand for copies is

any indication, then it appears

that it is due for a long run.

. . . oAnd

Sanitary

Hioustng
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More Than Brick mid Steel—
While the Authority realized that the elimination of slums and the construction

of decent, safe and sanitary homes were the greatest and most immediate objectives of
public housing, it still felt that more had to be done before it could be said that the
great social goal of housing had been reached.

Accordingly, a Department of Recreation was established which functioned un-
der the supervision of a Central Office Director with an aide in each of the Develop-
ments. A full time, around the clock, around the year program of leisure time ac-
tivity was at once inaugurated. This program was coordinated with activities already
existing in the community, thereby avoiding a duplication of effort and facilities.

Tenants were encouraged to and did, in fact, set up their own recreation commit-
tees in each Development. Two delegates were selected by and from each of these com-
mittees to serve on an Inter-Development Recreation Committee which held meetings
in a different Development each month.

The purposes of this joint representative group as outlined in its constitution
and by-laws were as follows:

1. To exchange ideas with Community Development Recreation Committees
for the improvement of the recreation program.

2. To encourage inter-development recreation programs and competition.

3. To sponsor general recreation programs participated in by all community de-
velopment recreation committees.

Although it was not their fundamental purpose, these committees by their very
existence, incidentally furnished an excellent medium for the communication of ideas

from tenant to Management, not alone in the field of recreation but in all things con-
nected with housing.

The various Housing Managers were quick to realize the full import of this and to

seize the opportunity to obtain tenant response and criticism as well as active co-oper-
ation. The results, of course, could be nothing but beneficial for all parties; for the
tenant now, more than any time before, feels that he is a part of housing and increas-

ingly regards the Development as his home and not merely a temporary abode.



Further, the recreation program, which was integrated with all other general

community activities, brought the individual Developments from beyond the pale of

everyday municipal life into close harmony with not alone the other Developments,

but also with the residents of non-development areas.

Thus, for the first time, the mere living in a Development began to lose the

special significance hitherto attached to it. The community as a whole now accepted

housing and its residents as part of its everyday life. It looked upon it as if it were a

privately owned and operated real estate development.

These things by themselves justified the Authority's sponsored recreation. They
do not alone represent the full achievement for that will truly come when the promise

of the future is fulfilled and when the youth of today become the substantial citizens

of tomorrow.

Having created the machinery and supplied the operators, the Authority went
further and enlarged existing play areas.

In the Charlestown Development, a new site, approximately one acre in size was
acquired and laid out as a playground.

As usual, in all Authority land takings, the purpose of public housing was not

forgotten for sixty-three substandard dwellings were demolished and once more that

which was blighted was made bright.

In laying out this new playground, the Authority sought to obtain full use value.

Accordingly, the emphasis was placed on games which required a minimum of space

but which allowed for maximum player participation.

..Inlfcad of Juvenile Qourts
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As Many cis Poss/l'lc Were Chosen

Even in peacetime, Boston is a City with a critical shortage of good housing. In
wartime, it became a City with a critical shortage of housing, good or bad. The fac-
tors which created this situation and which were true of most large cities along the
Atlantic seaboard are, of course, obvious. Little or no construction of dwellings had
been done during the depression period and, of course, none has been possible during
wartime. Add to this, a swollen population made so by the influx of war workers in-
to this highly industrial area and the families of servicemen who came to the naval
base to be near their husbands, and you have some idea as to why people placed ad-
vertisements in newspapers offering rewards to anyone who would locate an apart-
ment for them. Because peacetime Boston badly needs more and better housing, the
much desired and hoped for end of the war offers no solution. In fact, the terrnina-
tion of war work in this area, combined with the probable lowering of workers' in-
comes will, beyond question, accentuate the demand for low-rent housing. Again, be-
cause little or no repair work has been done to existing structures, it follows that
rot and decay were permitted to make great headway thereby greatly increasing slum
potential. All of these elements places a tremendous burden on the Authority's hard
working, efficient Tenant Selection Department.

Tenant Selection is operated by and from the Central Office where all applica-
tions are received. In addition to the information supplied b}- the prospective tenants,
personal investigations are made and personal interviews held with each and every po-
tentially eligible applicant. In all such cases, further information is obtained through
agencies, such as the Department of Public Welfare, Credit Bureaus and Social Service
Indexes. Some 4,506 applications have been received and processed during the past
year. Of this figure 1,586 were from war workers, while 2,920 represented low rent
applicants including service cases.



The basic regulations governing the selection of all tenants are, of course, those
established by the United States Government, perforce then all of the policies of the
Boston Housing Authority concerning this vital branch of housing must conform to
these rules.

The Authority's eight Developments have been divided into separate categories
of eligibility for tenancy. The Authority's owned Charlestown (Mass-2-1) Mission
Hill (Mass-2-3) and Lenox Street (Mass-2-4) Developments, together with Old Har-
bor Village, which the Authority manages for the U. S. Government are the Develop-
ments allocated to low-rent tenants, priority being given to servicemen's families.

Also managed by the Authority, under lease from the U. S. Government, is the
Old Colony Development, which is operated under the Lanhan Act. Because this is

so, mandatorily, tenancy priority must be given to in-migrant war workers. In the
event of additional available apartments preference is given to in-migrant war work-
ers, servicemen, and local war workers who are living under sub-standard conditions.

War workers, whether in-migrant or not, and members of the Armed Forces as
well as low income tenants are housed in the Authority's other three Developments,
namely Orchard Park (Mass-2-S) Heath Street (Mass-2-7) and East Boston (Mass-
2-8).

Applications from servicemen are, of course, given special and immediate con-
sideration. Inasmuch as there are over 50,000 men in the City of Boston serving in the
Armed Forces, it can readily be seen that the problem is a grave one. Of the 1,124
low-rent applications approved during 1944, 512 of them were service cases. As in-
dicated by the foregoing, the Authority provides housing for employees of war pro-
duction plants in the Boston area. In order to qualify for tenancy, the worker had

UMl
/"^'VVi

. . . WheriLJ

TVome/L^



Developments Constructed

Mass-2-1—Charlestown

Mass-2-3—Mission Hill

Mass-2-4—Lenox Street

Mass-2-5—Orchard Park

Mass-2-7—Heath Street

Mass-2-8—East Boston

Mass-H-3302—Old Harbor Village

Mass-19051—Old Colony

Proposed Developments

Mass-2-10

Mass-2-6

Number of Units

1149

1023

306

774

420

414

1016

873
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For

to be certified by the Na-
tional Housing Agency, and
this was as it should be be-
cause the applicant was ehgi-
blc for tenancy if at all on
the basis of his contribution
to the war effort. There were
countless applicants who were
on the face of their applica-

tions, ineligible for occupan-
cy, and in these cases they
were immediately notified of
their inability to qualify for

tenancy.

The Authority is, justly and truly so. proud of the immeasurable contribution
It has made and is making to the nation's war effort.

It is impossible to accurately estimate the chaos that might have come in war-
busy Boston had not the Authority's eight Developments been erected. One can but
guess as to where the families of war workers and servicemen might have been housed
were it not for public housing.

True, it is conceivable that some sort of refuge might have been found in already
existmg substandard dwellings, but certainly the men who were welding and wielding
the smews of war were and are entitled to something more than mere refuge. In fact
the status of simply being an American is to all our people almost an inalienable right
to decent, safe and sanitary homes.

If then, public housing were to be judged solely on its war record, beyond doubt
It has not been found wanting. Indeed, if it served no useful purpose bevond that of
helping to bring the war to a speedier and more successful conclusion, then it is for-
ever justified.

Certain it is, that the providing of good and decent homes for families of men
at war is equal in Importance to the construction of ships, guns, tanks and planes
For what matter the bringing of democracv to foreign shores If here at home It I^
allowed to die and live, If at all, In name alone. As a win-the-war measure, the cost
of public housing was so slight as Indeed to be almost picayune.

But, of course, public housing Is not, was not and never will be, simply a war
measure. It was born of peace; It has made, and will make, for manv, a better world
in the peacetime of the years to come. It Is a war measure In the sense that it is a
task force dedicated to wage eternal war on slums, povertv, decav and disease. There
cannot be, there must not be any peacetime "cut-backs" In public housing. Housingm peacetime was amply justified; housing in wartime was doubly so; and thus hous-mg for the future Is eternally so.



Ably accomplished under the direction of the Tenant Selection Department was

the Authority's annual tenant status review which is required by law.

The past year was one of innovations, and the method of conducting the annual

review was not excepted. In two words, former years, this had been conducted at the

Central Office where individual cases were reviewed a year from the date of occupan-

cy. This method, however, was extremely unsatisfactory because it made the opera-

tion a day to day affair throughout the entire year, and also because employers were

oft times annoyed at being constantly requested for tenant income information. This

procedure was likewise vexatious to the tenants as they were in a constant state of

doubt as to their rental charges. Accordingly this system was discarded, and it was

decided to review all tenants at one and the same time from the individual Develop-

ments. Applications for continued occupancy were completed and verification of in-

come was requested from employers at the same date. Over 5,800 cases were set down

for review, and it was anticipated that this gigantic undertaking would be completed

in a relatively very short period.

The following chart indicates the variances in rentals which will be established

as the result of information presently available from the annual Tenant Status Review:

Number of Rents Number of Rents Number of Rents

Increased Decreased Remaining the Same

2-1



No "Back oyiUcys.

Concerning Vinance

During the fiscal year 1 944-1 94 ^ various Temporary Loan Notes of the Author-
ity, issued in connection with Project Mass

—

2-5, 1-7 and 2-8 and Project Mass—2-6
and 2-10 matured. New notes in an amount reflecting amortization charges against
operating revenue during the year, were so'd, some to a banking syndicate and the re-
mainder to various investment houses. The successful bidders were all of New York
City.

All Temporary Loan Notes of the Authority have been purchased by financial
institutions located outside of Boston. The only local participation in our financing
of these notes has been through the membership of two of Boston's largest commer-
cial banks in the syndicate headed by the Chemical Bank and Trust Company of
New York the most consistently successful bidder for this type of security. These
two local banks, however, took but a very small part in the syndicate's activities.

In an effort to stimulate local participation in the purchase of these securities,
members of the staff, chiefly the Comptroller and General Counsel visited officials of
all of the principal commercial banks of Boston and presented to them the outstand-
ing favorable features of the securities. The members of the staff were cordially re-
ceived in all cases, and thorough discussions of all details of the offerings were held.

At the bid opening, proposals were received from two Boston banks. While these
banks were not successful bidders, the Authority feels that a long step in the right
direction has been taken, and It looks forward to greater competition by local fl

clal Institutions In future offerings made by it.
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wherein Maintenance Moved Moiinfaius

Constantly conscious of the wartime shortages in both men and materials, the

Authority was particularly zealous during the troubled, post year of 1945 to explore

every avenue which would better enable it to obtain a high standard of efficiency in

the operation of its developments. It knew that in order to obtain the maximum, it

absolutely had to accentuate the minimum.

To obtain this result, it inaugurated a policy of having as much repair work as

possible done by its own employees. This procedure, under which the Authority

geared and equipped its staff to such an extent that it was able on its own to cope

with and undertake work hitherto relegated strictly to the realm of private contrac-

tors, resulted in immeasurable savings both in time and in cost.

This was particularly significant in view of the fact that no additional employ-
ees were added to the maintenance staff. Fifty-three automatically fed boiler fire

chambers, twenty-two of which were oil, and the remainder coal, were rebuilt. Thirty-

one stokers and twenty-two oil burners were reconditioned. Extensive excavation

was made to reset and to build to proper grade, eleven water supply mains and seven

incinerator drains which had sheared from settlement. Excavation was also necessary

to repair oil lines which had broken because of settlement.

Because tenants using outside incinerators were oft times impatient and being so,

would attempt to stuff all their garbage in the incinerator with one gesture, each

day would find outside the incinerator a collection of garbage which had not quite

made the inside. Accordingly, it was decided to enlarge the openings. This called for

extensive masonry work so that larger doars and chutes could be installed. This was
done as was the rebuilding of seven defective incinerators, all of course, by the Au-
thority's own staff.

Following the "for want of

a nail the show was lost" philos-

ophy, the staff tackled jobs

which when separated were
small enough, but which when
put together became moun-
tainous and if neglected, would
become calamitous. Foremost
among these was the fixing and
repairing of all leaky faucets

and washers in every apartment

in the Authority. The amount
saved in water leakage is diffi-

cult to establish but it undoub-
tedly was large.
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Space was precious in old Boston; therefore, almost every inch of land was util-
ized. Dwellings were built close together with little or no space between them. Of
necessity, this resulted in overcrowding and made the progress of decay, once begun,
far swifter than it otherwise might have been. In addition, light and ventilation were
reduced to an unhealthy minimum.

The housing law wisely prohibits the building on more than one third of the area
acquired for Developments. Consequently, the evil of the old days, as far as public
housing is concerned, has been overcome. Upon the completion of construction and
landscaping, our Developments were truly things of beauty, but when the flood of
eager apartment-seeking tenants began, the inevitable happened. Grass was trampled
upon; bushes and hedges were knocked down. In the enthusiastic hurly-burly that al-
ways follows the launching of an enterprise as vast as the Authority's sufficient atten-
tion could not be immediately given to this landscaping situation. However, this year,
the problem was quickly and thoroughly attacked and solved. It had been found that
the lack of grass was creating miniature dust bowls. This condition was as unhealthy
as it was unsightly. An immediate and intensive two-fold campaign on the part of both
tenant and Management was begun. All areas were seeded, and tenant co-operation
was sought to keep the youngsters from unduly trampling over the newly seeded
grounds. The success of this venture is amply demonstrated by the green verdue which
now grows in rich abundance in the Development grounds.

Joyce Kilmer's thoughts on trees did not fall on deaf ears. The Authority caused
all trees which, either because of natural decay or vandalism, were dying, to be re-
placed by new ones. Surely now if Kilmer's spirit were to visit our Developments, it

would find no cause for complaint.

Practical Beauty

All things grow old, and housing Developments are not exceptions. However,
buildings as solid and as soundly beautiful as the Authority's can maintain their youth
almost forever. The trick of this long life lies in the one simple word "Care." Nothing
so hastens the decay of materials constantly exposed to the vagaries of weather as does
the lack of paint. With the advent of such decay, so departs cleanliness and beauty;
so begins slums.



Unceasingly subject to the wear and tear of weather are the exterior window
sashes of the Developments. Few things can cause a building to look more rundown
than a weather-beaten exterior. Many a passer-by who never has and probably never
will see the inside of a development, judges public housing by what he sees in one
quick glance. Because the Authority knew that the exterior appearance of the De-
velopment was as important as the interior and because it was rightfully conscious of
the importance of wise economy in public housing, it put into effect a progressive
plan whereby this work of painting was gradually assigned to its own staff. Eventual-
ly it is hoped that this plan will eliminate the need for special contracts. It is con-
servatively estimated that savings equivalent to about fifty percent of the former
cost of doing this work will be effected.

They Go Back to School

Vexing indeed during 1944 was the problem of keeping refrigerators, both gas
and electric, in tip-top condition. New ones were, of course, difficult and almost im-
possible to obtain. Many of the mechanical iceboxes were seeing upwards of their sev-
enth year of continuous service. Breakdowns were in the offing. Something had to be
done and in a large way. Of course it was done! To obtain the mechanical knowledge
to enable it to solve this complex situation, the staff, urged by the Authority, attended
classes of instruction given by the Westinghouse Electric, the Boston Consolidated Gas
Co., and the Lockwood Companies. Upon the completion of these courses, the task
was begun, and the end of the year saw many a re-vitalized refrigerator looking ahead
to a newer and longer life.

During all this time, while all this unusual work was being accomplished, the
multiple and varied every day job of maintenance was being rigorously carried out
without let-down. These accomplishments augur well for the future of public hous-
ing and they prove conclusively that public service can be as efficient as private en-
terprise.
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AND NOW TOMORROW—

More than three centuries

old, historic Boston faces many
perplexing; problems in the field

of housing. It has a host of bad
housing conditions which have

needed correcting down through
the years. The situation is now
so serious that the accumula-
tive effect of this inaction can
no longer be tolerated. Vigorous
measures must be taken if Bos-

ton is to be made a better City
in which to live.

The latest official information on housing conditions in Boston is that taken in

1940—before the war—by the United States Bureau of the Census. Let us look at

some of the facts which these figures portray. The population of Boston as shown
in that census consisted of 770,816 persons who occupied 197,393 dwelling units.

Another 14,121 dwellings were reported as unoccupied making a total of 211,514
dwellings in the whole city.

Of the occupied units H6,147 were rented and 41,236 were owner occupied,
or about two in every ten families owned the homes in which they lived. Contrast
these figures with similar statistics for the neighboring Citv of Newton where, it is

found that, almost six of every ten families own the homes in which they live. Boston
is therefore not now a City of home owners, but rather a City of rent payers which
is a very significant fact in assessing future housing needs of the City. As of this date,

dwelling unit vacancies have almost reached the vanishing point.

In 1940, for the first time, the Bureau of the Census endeavored to measure the
quality and quantity of housing in the nation. The statistics gathered are significant.

The two qualitative factors of housing reasonably, accurately assessable were
found to be the structural conditions of the dwelling and the adequacy of the plumb-
ing facilities. On these two factors 19 5,311 dwelling units were reported. It was found
that 19,716 dwellings needed major repairs and that another 22,895 lacked running
water, private baths or private toilets. Or, in other words, 42,611 dwelling units of
those reporting, or 21.8' < more than one in every five might well be considered sub-
standard.



It is well to bear in mind at this point that no measurement of housing inade-

quacy from the standpoint of overcrowding of structures on the land, lack of light

and air, or adequacy of heating or lighting arrangements, or other similar factors are

included in the substandard statistics mentioned previously.

Two other factors which need consideration in any evaluation of housing con-

ditions are the age of the dwellings, and the rents paid, since it is generally true that

tenants pay about the rent they can afford.

Perusal of the age of dwellings statistics for the city shows that 14,338, or 7.75%,
of the dwellings were eighty or more years old; that 36,625, or 19.8''c, were sixty or

more years old; that 52,276, or 28.26'^,
, were fifty or more years old; and that 79,-

985, or 43.24' (', were forty or more years old. In other words, over four out of every

ten families live in dwellings created before the turn of the century. While it is true

that there are many old dwellings which are in good condition, it is significant to

note, that in general real estate and income tax accounting practice, all dwelling prop-

erties except single houses are fully depreciated in 33V3 years, the life of the single

house extending over a period of fifty years. It is estimated that less than 2', of the

dwellings in the city have been built in the last ten years.

Rents paid are also very interesting. Tenant families to the number of 15 5,456

reported on rents paid. Rent in this instance, means the amount of money which the

tenant agreed to pay the landlord for the space and services, if any, furnished to

him. In Boston the preponderant majority of rents of less than $30.00 monthly do
not supply any services, and are, in effect, "shelter rents."

So ^car
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With this fact in mind, it is worthy to note that 82,965 famiHes or over one in

every two famiHes reporting paid a rent of less than $30.00 monthly. In the less than
$2 5.00 monthly rent-paying group were 5 8,923 families, while 34,703 families paid

rentals less than $20.00 monthly. In the less than $15.00 monthly group 14,301 fam-
ilies were classified, with 2,062 families reporting paying rents of less than $10.00
monthly. Again, in analysing these figures, one should constantly keep in mind that

the rentals referred to are generally the charges made for the mere use of the premises
and do not include charges for services or utilities, such as gas, electricity, heat, etc.

It is axiomatic that families pay the rent that they can afford, and one knowing
rental values in Boston can readily arrive at the conclusion from these figures that
many families are living in homes that are hardly compatible with modern conditions.

In passing one may note that 60,901 families live in homes that are heated by
stoves only, of which number 43,430 now use fuel oil, a radical change from the not
too distant day when anthracite coal was the chief fuel.

Another factor important in evaluating future housing needs is the war-time
rate of marriages. For the six years prior to 1941, that is from 193 5 to 1940 inclusive,

the average number of wedding intentions filed was 8,066 annually. For the four years
of the war, or from 1941 to 1944, inclusive an annual average of 10,3 33 couples filed

intentions to wed. The annual average difference in these two periods was 2,267, or
approximately 9,000 additional filed in four years.



Because of war-time restrictions on materials necessarily curtailing new home
building there has been no relief for home seekers in this direction.

All of these facts concerning housing in Boston only point out and confirm con-

ditions apparent to any one who honestly wishes to discover them.

It is the intention of this Authority to increase its program of home building

to care for that group of persons which should be served by it and to aid and en-

courage the building of many additional homes by other persons or groups of persons

interested.

Good homes for our citizens are an outstanding need and a sound home con-

struction program can do much to relieve any postwar unemployment.

To this end the Authority will carry on a program to educate the public to this

need and to enlist the support of government, industry and the public that Boston

may truly be a better city in which to live.

This report has been the story of the little things in housing life, the little things

without which the big things can never come.

Certain facts have presented themselves with such emphasis that thev are so

definite as to be beyond dispute. Foremost among these is that Boston badly needs

more adequate, modern housing.

Certain it is, that in the past, private enterprise has not been able to avoid the

creation of slums. Equally certain is it that private enterprise has not been able to abol-

ish slums. Thunderously certain is it that more slums must not be allowed to develop

and that existing slums must be abolished.

On the evidence then it is extremely doubtful that private enterprise alone can

meet this crying need for safer and cleaner homes.

f -»
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of Slums

It is obvious that unless the construction of new dwellings is started very short-
ly on a gigantic scale our city's physical structure will continue to decay and its

population will continue to dwindle.

The issue, then, is clear cut; either public housing must continue to help perform
this vital task or it will not be done at all.

If the latter event occurs, then our once proud city will be forever consigned to
the rank of a second class municipality.

To oppose, aye, not to actively assist public housing in its crusade to rid the city
of substandard areas is to admit, in effect, that Boston is past redemption.

This IS neither good morality nor good business for inevitably the octopus of the
slum will reach out and defile all of our city and it will mark no difference twixt
privately or governmentally-owned properties in so doing.

Our people of finance will not forever invest in that which is failing. Our citizens
will not for long continue to invest the lives of their families in that which is decay-
ing. They will, and be blameless in so doing, leave the city and begin a new life in a
place of more promise.

The handwriting is upon the wall; finance and families have begun and are
continuing the great exodus.

One thmg and one thing alone can put our city back on the road to lost pros-
perity—modern, decent, safe and sanitary housing on a large scale.

It can, must and shall come about by the intelligent co-operation of both gov-
ernment and private enterprise.

The endless chain of dirt and decay must be quickly cut by the sharp, clean sur-
gery of new construction.

\X^e have a mandate from destiny. We must exercise it wisely and fully.



BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
Balance Sheet
MARCH 31, 1945

PROJECT—MASS. H-3302

ASSETS
1100 Current Assets:

1110 Cash on Hand or in Banks:

1112 Operating Fund $93,721.62

1117 Petty Cash Fund 150.00 $93,871.62

1120 Accounts Receivable:

1122 Tenants Accounts 3,003.16

1129 Revolving Fund 19,000.00

1129 Sundry 49.69 22,052.85

1160 On Deposit with F.P.H.A 170,390.88

1171 Investments 30,000.00

Total Current Assets 316,315.35

1200 Prepayments:
1210 Insurance 128.26

1213 Deposit Premiums 495.25

1214 Deferred Charges 6,750.00

1260 Fuel 21,803.68

1270 Paint 1,172.70

1290 E Electrical Supplies 1,583.67

1290 F Plumbing Supplies 1,654.55

Total Prepayments 33,588.11

Total Assets $349,903.46

LIABILITIES

2100 Current Liabilities

2110 Accounts Payable:
2117 Additional Rent F.P.H.A $ 44,654.75

2119 Revolving Fund 24,864.02

2119 Sundry 9441.61 $ 78,960.38

2130 Accrued Accounts
2134 Water 2,047.50

2135 Salaries & Wages 1,531.25

2136 Insurance 4,467.15

2137 Payments in Lieu of Taxes .... 34,030.03

2139 A Withholding Tax 972.03 43,047.96

Total Current Liabilities 122,008.34

2200 Prepaid Income and Deposits

2210 Security Deposits 6,982.00

2230 Tenants' Rent 3,858.43 10,840.43

2500 Reserves:
2510 Repairs, Maintenance & Replacements 143,499.23

2520 Vacancy and Collection Loss . . . 47,155.46

2550 Contingencies 26,400.00 217,054.69

Total Liabilities $349,903.46



BOSTON HOUSINC, AUTHORITY
Consolidated Balance Sheet

MARCH 31, rM5

PROJECT NOS. MASS. 2 1, 2 - 3, and 2 - 4.

LOAN CONTRACT NO. HAph-1145

ASSETS

1110 Current Assets:
1110 Cash on Hand or in Bank:
1111 Development Fund $
1112 Administration Fund
1113 Reserve Fund
1117 Petty

1120 Accounts Receivable:
1122 Tenants' Accounts
1129 Revolving Fund
1129 Sundry

1 1 50 Fiscal Agent Accounts:
1151 Rental Debt Service
1154 Series "A" Bond Fund ....
1156 Series "A" Reserve Fund ....
1 1 57 General Bond Reserve Fund . .

72,942.50

253,873.07

208,341.22

450.00

5,274.46

82,500.00

825.86

5,517.00

2,090.00

55,213.57

12,641.46

$ 535,606.79

88,600.32

75,462.03

1170 Investments

Total Current Assets

1 200 Prepayments:
1210 Insurance
1213 Deposit Premiums . . .

1260 Fuel
1270 Paint

1290 Sundry

Total Prepayments

1300 Fixed Assets:

1400 Development Costs . . .

1500 Uncompleted Contracts .

Total Assets

1,574.59

1,103.46

4,898.90

7,565.48

4,510.75

13,301,949.88

6,700.00

50,000.00

749,669.14

19,653.18

13,308,649.88

$14,077,972.20



BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY

Consolidated Balance Sheet

MARCH 31, 1945

PROJECT NOS. MASS. 2 - 1, 2 - 3, and 2 - 4.

LOAN CONTRACT NO. HAph- 1145

LIABILITIES

2100 Current Liabilities

2110 Accounts Payable:

2119 Revolving Fund $ 57,897.30

2119 Sundry • • •
15,766.85 $ 73,664.15

2130 Accrued Accounts
2134 Water 3,863.40

2135 Salaries 3,313.22

2136 Insurance 3,179.69

2137 Payment in Lieu of Taxes .... 73,503.94

2139 Withholding Tax 2,181.44 86,041.69

Total Current Liabilities 159,705.84

2200 Prepaid Income:
2210 Security Deoosits 17,657.50

2230 Unearned Rent 8,739.12 26,396.62

2300 Fbced Liabilities:

2320 Series "A" Bonds
2321 Authorized . . . $7,500,000.00

2322 Less: Unissued . ( -0- )

2323 Less: Retired . . 353,000.00

Outstanding 7,147,000.00

2330 Series "B" Bonds:

2331 Authorized . . . 5,857,000.00

2332 Less: Unissued . (54,000.00)

Outstanding ' . 5,803,000.00

2400 Contract Awards 6,700.00

Total Fbced Liabilities 12,956,700.00

2500 Reserves:
2510 Repairs, Maintenance & Replacements 132,122.06

2520 Vacancy and Collection Loss . . 145,100.18

2540 Development Cost Liquidation . . 353,000.00

2550 Debt Service 75,462.03

2560 Working Capital 64,685.00

Total Reserves 770,369.27

2700 Income and Expense Clearance 164,800.47

Total Liabilities $14,077,972.20



BOSTON HOUSINC; AUTHORITY
Consolidated Balance Sheet

MARC:H 31, 1945

PROJECT NOS. MASS. 2 - 5, 2 - 7 and 2 8

LOAN CONTRACT NO. HAph • 1143

ASSETS

1100 Current Assets:

1110 Cash:
1111 Development Fund $ 38,200.68
1112 Administration Fund 189,820.35
1115 B.H.A. Tr.—Emp. Fund 2,592.30
1117 Petty Cash 350.00 S 230,963.33

1120 Accounts Receivable:
1122 Tenants' 5,527.59
1129 Sundry 216.93
1129-A Revolving Fund 54,500.00 60,244.52

1181 Debt Service Fund- -Cash . . . 43,762.36
1181-A Debt Service Fund—Investments 20,000.00 63,762.36

1200 Prepaid Expenses:
1210 insurance 1,053.50
1213 Deposit Premiums 969.25
1260 Fuel 4,848.19
1270 Paint 4,267.03
1290 Sundry 7,932.98
1610 Indeterminate Expenses .... 275.60 19,346.55

Total Current Assets 374,316.76

1300 Fixed Assets:

1400 Development Costs 9,295,442.55

Total Fixed Assets 9,295,442.55

Total Assets $9,669,759.31





BOSTON HOUSING AU IHORITY

Balance Siicct

MAKCH 31, l^M5

WAR HOUSING PROJECT—MASS. 19051

ASSETS

1100 Current Assets:

1110 Cash on Hand or in Bank:

1112 Administration Fund $53,039.41

1117 Petty Cash Fund 200.00 $53,239.41

1120 Accounts Receivable:

1122 Tenants 2,000.98

1129 Revolving Fund 19,000.00

1129-A Sundry 567.02 21,568.00

1200 Prepaid Expenses:
1210 Insurance 288.58

1213 Deposit Premiums 430.52

1260 Fuel 1,098.49

1270 Paint 2,796.07

1290-E Electrical 1,104.09

1290-F Plumbing 684.53 6,402.28

Total Current Assets 81,209.69

1300 Fixed Assets:

1500 Uncompleted Contracts 100.00

Total Assets $81.309.69

LIABILITIES

2100 Current Liabilities

2110 Accounts Payable:
2118 Quarterly Rent $36,545.11

2119 Revolving Fund 25,660.64

2119 Sundry 1,860.98

2n9-A Special 35.00 $64,101.73

2130 Accrued Accounts
2134 Water 1,450.90

2135 Salaries and Wages 1,368.09

2136 Insurance 1,230.78

2139 Withholding Tax 950.07 4,999.84

2200 Prepaid Income and Deposits

2210 Security Deposits 8,096.48

2230 Unearned Rent 4,011.64 12,108.12

Total Current Liabilities 81,209.69

2400 Fixed Liabilitities

Contract Av/ards 100.00

Total Liabilities $81,309.69

Boston P.!-)" . I '--.Try

Kirstein Bus.i finch
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